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By Smith, Deborah

Bantam Books Loveswept, New York, NY, U.S.A., 1990. Soft Cover. Condition: New. 1st Printing. A
Loveswept paperback romance #376, first printing January 1990 in New condition with only some
shelf wear. Pages tight.Cover art bright and glossy.*We have other titles in this genre in stock and
give discounts in shipping on additional books sent in the same package, please contact us for
more info.**.WRAPPED IN A PLASTIC BAG TO PROTECT CONDITION OF BOOK.Summary - Dr. Sara
Scarborough is tormented by memories when Kyle Surprise, a man from her painful past, shows up
at her Kentucky castle mountain refuge, Moonspell Keep. She was tormented by memories of a
desperate imprisonment - and of the man who'd mearly given his life to rescue her. Surdor had left
them both with scars, buthers were hidden inside her heart, while Kyle would wear the terrible
ravages on his face and body forever. Now the man who once shared her soul thrreatened to invade
her haven, determined to vanquish the dragons that shadowed her nights.and to confess his need
for this soceress with so many secrets. Once, loneliness and fear had isolated them, but now they
found sanctuary in each other, new hope that promised...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to find
out.
-- Elinore Vandervort-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a
enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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